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Dear Families, 

Spring is almost here - right? We hope you've been staying warm and
getting outside. This month's kit has some festive spring counting activities
and a spring pattern project! We also have a fun fresh fruit "pizza" recipe
to try at home!

With the weather growing warmer and the snow disappearing, it is
becoming easier to visit the park, go for a walk, and maybe visit the
library! We are open for browsing; families can wander the children's
room looking for books as you like - just wear your mask!

If you'd prefer, we can pick out some books for you. Give us a call at 860-
267-6621, and we can prepare a bundle of books at a reading level or
topic of your choice. Some fun kits we've put together lately include
rainforests, fire trucks, and a personal favorite, spooky stories for
preschoolers! Books can be picked up in person or at our curbside rack. 

Happy spring!

Nicole & April 
Children's Department
 

Early Literacy At Home
Spring has Sprung!











The sun is shining bright.
The sun is shining bright.

Oh how I love the warmth.
The sun is shining bright!

 
The rain is falling down.
The rain is falling down.
Oh how I love the sound.
The rain is falling down!

 
The flowers start to bloom.
The flowers start to bloom. 

Oh how I love the sight.
The flowers start to bloom!

  Mix the honey and cream      

 

1.
  cheese. 

    2. Spread an even amount onto 
         each cracker. 
    3. Chop the fruit into small 
         pieces and top the crackers.
    4. Enjoy!

Early Literacy At Home
March: Spring is Here!

Spring has sprung, so it is time for
some fresh fruity snacks! You will
need adult hands for this tasty

treat!
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Ingredients

Fresh Fruit 
"Pizza" crackers!

Wasa Crispbreads 

1/2 cup Cream Cheese
3 Tbsp Honey
Strawberries, Blueberries, 

      (or your favorite whole-grain cracker)

      Kiwi, and Raspberries (or any other 
      fresh fruit you like!)

Instructions

Spring Song
(to the tune of The Farmer in the Dell)



How Many Flowers?
Count the pictures, and write the number!



Finish the Pattern!
Cut the pictures on the bottom, and glue them in the pattern

they belong to!


